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CA., Made Gator Bait p. B1

Lawmakers keep projects in budget despite debt
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
budget proposal lawmakers agreed to is
balanced by spending reserve funds
earmarked for future years on projects
in the coming year.
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Riclunond,
one of the few legislators to have seen
the full proposal, said the budget is
"significantly structurally imbalanced"
because it spends money in 2005-06
borrowed from the 2006-08 budget
year.
That borrowing could jeopardize
how the state funds projects at universities, on roads and on other services if no
more money is found or programs and
services are not cut.
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Fletcher has said his greatest confor nearly a year.
Moberly said a
cern was that lawmakers from the
Ignoring warnof
continuation
House and Senate would accept each
Gov.
ings from
Kentucky's growrequests for projects, ignoring
other's
and
Fletcher
Ernie
ing economy will
problem.
debt
the
ors
others, legislat
take care of the
$2 billion in bonds in this
nearly
The
budget
a
d
propose
imbalance and the
than the previous
higher
in
budget
that includes nearly
tax plan should
of just under $1.2 billion
record
s
prioritie
project
all
raise more money
approved by the 1998 General
of the House and
for the state than
Assembly, when state tax revenue was
of
total
a
for
Senate
even
predicted,
rds
Richa
producing surpluses. It eclipses the
Williams
about $1.9 billion,
though lawmakers
million in bonds that Fletcher pro$623
one
to
ng
accordi
have insisted the
posed.
estimate.
"There will be some difficulty, but I plan is revenue-neutral.
The projects include $39.1 million
The full House and Senate are
budget
on
agreed
leaders
ive
I
Legislat
...
factors
the
all
believe looking at
a University of Louisville health
for
.
Tuesday
plans
the
on
vote
to
ed
schedul
ending
Sunday,
early
believe I'll be able to write a good and tax proposals
not
accept,
or
reject
a They can only
budget in 2006," said Moberly, the a stalemate that left Kentucky without
II See Page 2A
legislatively approved spending plan change, the proposals.
House budget committee chairman.
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QB shows
off fearless
streak on
NBC hit show

By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — After
five months in prison, Martha
Stewart is wasting little time
smelling the roses.
After a weekend spent at her
estate,
suburban
153-acre
Stewart was expected today to
report back to her company's
headquarters in
corporate
Manhattan and get back to work.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Former Calloway County High
School football standout Sam Arnett was
not known for mouthing to the opposition in his playing
days. He preferred to
let his play do the
talking, which it did
loudly, as the quarterback of one of the
exciting
more
offenses in western
Now,
Kentucky.
Arnett is preparing
to put his leadership
Arnett
skills to use for his
country in Officer Training School with
the United States Army. In fact, he left
last week for basic training.
However, even disciplined types display an occasional wild hair, and Arnett
is no different. Never one to back away
from a challenge to his fortitude, he is
letting those tendencies take the forefront on the national stage as a contestant on NBC's popular series "Fear
Factor."
"It was just a last-minute thing," said
Arnett recently during his stint as a substitute teacher in Nashville, Tenn., the
city he and friend Matt Robbins tried out
for the show last year. "We're both fans
of the show,though not just huge or anything, but we watch it quite a bit. So, we
saw they were having an open call at the
Opry Mills Shopping Center for a Best
Friends edition of the show and decided
to go. And really, the big thing for us was
we believed that if we could somehow
get on the show, we would win.
"Plus, you're talking about $50,000,
so we decided to do it."
And the show's producers were glad
they did. Arnett and Robbins were
selected from the Nashville field to
appear on an actual "Fear Factor"
episode and the taping was conducted a
few weeks ago in Los Angeles, Calif.
Details cannot be revealed until the
show airs in early May, and one person
sure to be .watching will be one of
Joe
coaches,
CCHS
Arnett's
r
characte
Amett's
said
Stonecipher, who
for
known
show
a
with
y
perfectl
fits
sending contestants through the ringer
when it comes to stunts that emphasize
physical fitness, ability to overcome
things like water and heights and, yes,
enjoying the company of or even eating
insects.
"The one thing I do know about Sam

beaky Lottery
SUNDAY

She pdiowithiocr
employees at Martha Steu. art
Living Omnimedia Inc. and was

to address a staff diminished by
layoffs in her absence, but also
no doubt encouraged by a rising
stock price.
Investors, counting on a positive bounce from Stewart's
return, have bid up her company's stock to triple the level it
was when she was convicted on
March 5, 2004, of lying about a
stock- sale. She was released
from a federal prison on Friday.
"My heart is filled with joy at
the prospect of the warm
enibraces of my family. friends
and colleagues. Certainly, there
is no place like home," she said
on her Web site.
Stewart. 63, will have to
make some adjustments in her

•See Page 2A

BRIAN KENN1SON/NBC Universal Photo

friend Matt
participating in the first of three stunts he and
Calloway County native Sam Arnett is shown
"'
Factor.
appearance on "Fear
Robbins faced during the taping for their May
their stay.
outside of the Grand Ole go in Nashville during
Arnett is that he is fearless. Nothing over to the
later. Amen and Robbins
days
few
A
worms.
some
up
dug
and
fazes him," said Stonecipher. "He had Opry House
test, which
picked from the crowd were cleared for a screen
the guts of a high diver when he played After we were
where they
been
have
to
believed
(thanks to a screener noticing a shirt now is
here, so I have no doubts about him.
In fact, the
L.A.
to
tickets
their
punched
and
Arnett wore that day). we went in
"That seems right up Sam's alley."
that producers did
ive
impress
so
was
test
us,
told
"'They
said.
Though Arnett could not discuss what ate them," Arnett
pair was unable to
disgusting...never do that even scoff when the
had happened during the taping, he 'That's
mandatory 10-minute promoa
submit
could talk about how he and Robbins again.—
video.
Later that night. Amen and Robbins tional
qualified for it...or nearly did not qualify
they just realized we were
think
"I
working
while
same judges
for it. The first challenge for the 2,000 to saw those
s. Others around us I think
ourselve
the Wild Horse Saloon in being
3,000 people that showed for the open security at
hard to act like they
too
trying
were
the
time
Nashville, but this
call was a simple interview process that downtown
to. while we just kind
had
positive. Though they thought they
included nothing unusual, until Arnett visit was more
the
were admonished once again about
and Robbins had their turn.
worm bit, a bond was formed after the
ng
somethi
try
we'd
figured
"We
Page 2A
hosts gave the visitors clues on places to II See
gone
'Fear Factor' related, so we had
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to work

Call 753-1916 and ask
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Martha Stewart walks outside of her home in
Katonah, N.Y., Sunday.
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Republican wants to raise retirement age;
Democrats vow to fight personal accounts
By NEDRA FICKLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAPi — A
leading Republican senator is
proposing to raise the Social
Security retirement age from 67
tots. while Democrats maintain
their opposition to the president's plan to overhaul the
retirement program v ith priv ate
ins estment accounts.
Chuck
Sen.
\ebraska
Hager. plan vv ould raise the age
that retirees could receive full
benefits, beginning in 2023.
-We are living longer." Hagel
said Sunda\ on CBS'"Face the
Nation." "So vv hen you look at
the total universe of this. I think
that makes some sense to extend
the age.'
But some leading Democrats
said they could not support
ELq2el's plan because he would
pay tor private accounts by horro‘, ing and increasing the
natikm's deficit. Sen. Edward M.
Kenne.h. 1)-Mass., told ABC's
-This Week" that wou/ii be "a
great threat to seniors" because
it %weld raise interest rates.
President Bush plans to tra‘

T
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el across the country this week
as part of his 60-day push to persuade a skeptical public to supretirement
personal
port
's plan
president
accounts. The
would allow workers under age
55 to divert up to 4 percentage
points of their Sotial Security
taxes into private stock and bond
in
investment - accounts
exchange for lower guaranteed
future benefits.
White House counselor Dan
Bartlett said that while polls
show most Americans don't like
the idea, most of the opposition
is coming from people over 55
who won't be affected by it. He
said on "Fox News Sunday" that
Bush will try to reassure those
older Americans that their benefits won't change.
Bartlett said the White House
wants to work with Democrats,
but Democrats are vowing to
tight unless the president is willing to change his plan to divert
Social Security funds into priv ate accounts.
"If the president takes privati/ation off, if he makes a commitment to the future of Social
Security, we're ready to sit
down on a bipartisan basis and
put everything on the table,"
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Sen. Dick Durbin, D-111., said on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
-That's the only way to start a
good-faith negotiation."
Democrats also object to the
president's call for personal
accounts because they would
not make Social Security solvent. Treasury' Secretary John
Snow, appearing on ABC, maintained the personal accounts still
must be part of the solution.
"They don't in and of themselves bring those lines together," he said. "But we'll never get
a fair and equitable solution to
the Social Security problem
unless personal accounts are an
integral part of the solution."
Hagel's plan, which he said is
the first Social Security reform
bill being introduced in the
Senate this year. would allow
workers 45 and younger to keep
their guaranteed Social Security
account, but set up A voluntary
program of personal accounts
that could supplement their
retirement income.
"The president has not laid
down a specific plan as to how
he's going to get us to solvency," Hagel said. "I do that. It
doesn't mean mine's best, but I
do it."

Bartlett indicated the president may. consider raising the
amount of income that is taxed
to fund Social Security above
the current $90,000 per person.
"He says the only thing that's off
the table is raising the rate" at
which income is taxed, Bartlett
said on CNN's "Late Edition."
Also on Sunday, House
Democratic Leader Nancy
Pelosi said on Fox that because
of Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan's support of
personal accounts, some people
"have seriously questioned the
independence of the Fed." She
declined to say whether she
would describe Greenspan as a
"political hack," as Senate
Democratic Leader Harry Reid
did last week.
Other Democrats distanced
themselves from Reid's comment. Sen. Joe Lieberman, DConn., said on CNN that
Greenspan is "sometimes very
mistaken," but he is an "aboveaverage human." Durbin said he
with
disagreements
has
Greenspan, but that calling him
a political hack "may have been
slightly too strong."

Pelican
Murray Pollee Department
degree bur• Tina Wyatt 26, of Murray. was arrested for seconda comafter
Fnday
p.m.
6:41
at
assault
e
glary and fourth-degre
p.m.
plaint at 416 S. Ninth St. at 6:39
arrested
• Steven Michael Kurtz, 26, of Anchorage, Alaska, was
of
scene
the
leaving
and
e
influenc
under
driving
for first-offense
at 11:02
an accident after a hit-and-run accident was reported
p.m Friday on Chris Drive.
y on South
•A possible prowler was reported at 9:17 p.m. Saturda
Eighth Street.
at 10:12
• A field fire was reported at 1602 Doran Road South
fire
county
assisted
also
ent
Departm
a.m. Sunday. Murray Fire
to the scene
and sheriff's departments. A MPQ. officer was called
at 10:41 a.m.
at 1796
• An injury accident was reported at 11.30 a.m. Sunday
responded.
Outland School Road. Murray Fire Department also
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

II Martha ...
tive and president, Susan Lyne,
who replaced longtime confinew working life. She will be dante Sharon Patrick last
answering to a new chief execu- November.
Last week, the company
reported a fourth-quarter loss of
$7.3 million, compared with a
profit of $2.4 million for the
NOTICE
period a year earlier —
same
• Hazel City Commission
g continued declining
reflectin
will meet today at 7 p.m. at the
advertising revenues
e
magazin
Hazel City Hall.
of its syndicated
hiatus
the
and
y
Callowa
MI The MurrayCounty Hospital will have its daily cooking show starring
the Stewart.
with
meeting
Joint
The stock actually slid more
Calloway County Fiscal Court
and Murray City Council at than $3 on the day Stewart was
6:30 p.m. Tuesday at the hos- released.
pital's Center for Health and
Under terms. of her fiveWellness. The two governmonth home detention, Stewart
ment entities own the hospital, is allowed 48 hours a week to
which annually has the joint
work outside the home, and she
CEOJon
meeting.
be commuting the 40 miles
will
O'Shaughnessy plans to
office from her home in
her
to
take
then
make a presentation
in Westchester County.
Katonah,
questions from the governwill be required to
also
She
forum
public
A
bodies.
mental
work with an electo
up
show
will follow.
• The Calloway County tronic ankle bracelet.
Stewart was convicted of
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at East obstructing justice and lying to
Elementary School. The board
will reconvene from its March
2 special meeting.
•The Murray Independent
Tonight will be
Board of Education will meet
mostly cloudy.
in regular session Thursday at
Tuesday will be
7 p.m. at the Carter
Administration Building. An
parly cloudy
executive session regarding
with highs in the
pending litigation is on the
lower 40s.
agenda. The district's finance
LOW: Tuesday night
corporation is scheduled to
will be partly meet following the board
cloudy with lows
meeting.
in the upper 20s.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

From Front
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"A traditional classroom approach
in a family-type atmosphere."
2005-06 REGISTRATION

the government about her 2001
sale of nearly 4,000 shares of the
company
biotechnology.
ImClone Systems Inc., run by
her longtime friend Sam Waksal.
Prosecutors claimed Stewart
received a tip that Waksal was
unloading his shares ahead of a
BRIAN KENNISON/NBC Universal Photo
negative government report
Arnett, shown with friend
Sam
native
County
y
about an ImClone cancer drug. Callowa
Matt Robbins, left for the
te
teamma
Factor"
"Fear
and
The stock tumbled in the followthe
ing days, and Stewart saved beginning of his stint in Officers Training School with
$51,000 on the sale.
United States Army last week.
Stewart's lawyers argued the
sale was based on a prearranged
agreement with her stockbroker
to sell once the stock dropped to
$60 per share. The case came in
practice activity.
Front
the midst of &federal crackdown From
• "I've eaten a few bugs in my
on corporate corruption, and of said, 'This is who we are and life. When you grow up in
Stewart is one of the most this is what we do,— Arnett said. sports, you're inevitably going
prominent figures to serve time "We never sent the video to try something like that, but
in the wave of scandals.
because of production problems, we'd eat a few bugs every now
Stewart resigned as chief so we figured that would be it, and then to get ready for this. I
executive and chairwoman of but they called us back not long guess you could say we were on
her company in June 2003, after after that and told us not to even the 'Fear Factor' Diet," Arnett
her indictment. Following her worry about it. They'd be call- said. "We'd look around our
conviction, she stepped down as ing us periodically to see if we house and eat a few bugs
chief creative officer and were still interested, and we'd -Junebugs and stinkbugs - to
resigned from the company's always be like,'Oh yeah,just let get us ready. Then, if we went
board, but remains as founding us know when you need us.—
fishing, we'd eat some of our
editorial director.
"Fear Factor" has become an crickets, just to see what that
Rebuffed twice in her NBC hit with its outrageous dis- was like.
attempts to obtain new trials. play of stunts contestants must
"But then, my brother
Stewart opted to enter prison complete in order to stay in the (Michael), who is a doctor, calls
early rather remain free pending competition. Usually, a show me and says,'Oh man! Don't do
her appeal. An appeal hearing is involves three stunts, one of that, because those things can
scheduled for March 17.
which nearly always involves contain toxins and stuff that can
Besides looking out for her either eating live creatures or be harmful.'
company and writing a column being covered by them for spec"Well, we later found out
for her. magazine, Stewart also is ified amounts of time. That was from the people with the show
slated to star in two television the one Arnett and Robbins were that everything they use is
shows: a revival of her daily hoping would gain an advantage grown specifically for the show.
homemaking show and her ver- at the tryout.
They're not exposed to the outsion of NBC's "The Apprentice"
Not surprisingly, it also was side where they can be contamihosted by development billion- the one they used as their main nated, so that makes it safer."
aire Donald Trump.

Register by March 31st and receive a
$25 discount for the first child.
Call for an appointment today.
WAISidet94141eIP
4 year olds & 5 year olds
Kindergarten classes offer a challenging learning experience for your child. This enjoyable program is
designed to provide a good educational foundation with
strong emphasis in reading, writing and math skills.
Kindergarten meets 1/2 days, Mondays thru Fridays.
Extended care available until 5 p.m.
Weelf1,-,114144,
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II Budget ...
From Front
science research facility, $40
million for a University of
Kentucky biological/pharmaceutical complex and $54 million for a Northern Kentucky
University special events center.
In defense of more debt. Sen.
Charlie Borders. R-Russell,
chairman of the Senate budget
committee, said the budget is a
good investment in Kentucky's

BOB
CORNELISON
1

Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals of education.
A strong phonics program that begins in first grade
enables all students to learn to read. Homework, report
cards, concerned teachers, and informed parents are the
rule and not the exception. Music classes are also
included in the elementary program.

Home
Auto
Form
IRAs.
Nursing Horn,

944 ScA00/
ECA offers the high school student the best in academic education with college preparatory courses required
for graduation. This includes a well-rounded curriculum
with a Fine Arts and Sports program as well as a computer lab with Internet access.
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address our needs."
economy.
Senate President David
Most new debt would go to
, R-Burkesville, said
Williams
projects,
build water and sewer
university research buildings, the level of debt is "responsible"
roads, schools, vocational train- and would not affect the state's
the
ing centers and other facilities bond rating, in part because
flow
the
stabilize
would
plan
tax
aimed at long-term economic
of future state revenue.
development. Borders said.
On the tax bill, lawmakers
"I'm concerned about the
to add a cent to the prodecided
of
quality
the
debt level, but
projects is important. and we've posed 29-cent cigarette tax
bonded quality projects here." increase to assure that cancer
Borders said. "We've got to research at the University of
Louisville and the University of
Kentucky would be funded. The
House previously provided $2.5
million to each university for
ar • MI di •
le
that purpose, but the Senate
MN INS •
MI wo
eliminated that funding.
111111.1111•11.116.dli.A11...alliriniviv
In addition, the final budget
requires that each university
raise private matching funds
before it gets the new money.
Spokesmen for each school
said the money for the cancer
research centers would help
them reach the federal designations as comprehensive cancer
centers, which could generate
more federal research money.
University of Kentucky
an Jay Blanton said the
spokesm
•(0111
school doesn't have a problem
with the new requirement to
raise matching funds.
"We're sure we'll be able to
meet that challenge," Blanton
said,
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Momentum building to honor war hero

111111111111611$
Mrs. Mary Charles Fartis Rea

of

2

96

Nlis Mary Charles Farris Rea, 86, Benton, HI., died Saturday,
March 5, 2005, at Franklin Skill Care, Benton.
She as married Feb. 13, 1949, to Jerome Rea, who died May 8,
1991. One infant grandson, Robert Jefferson Rea, also preceded her
in death. Born Oct. 20, 1918, in Murray, Ky., she was the daughter
of the late Jeff Burton Farris and Rauda Moore Farris.
Mrs. Rea graduated from Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in education and later attained her master's degree in
education from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. She was
longtime teacher, teaching in Illinois and Kentucky, and retired in
1977. She was a member of First Baptist Church, Benton, Benton
Garden Club, a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star and Franklin
County Retired Teachers Association.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Ellen Aiken and husband, John D., and one son, Robert S. Rea and wife, Brenda, all of
Benton; four grandchildren, Melody Aiken, Chicago, Ill., Carolyn
Aiken and Scarlett and Hilary Ray, all of Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Mildred Farris Wilmurth, Michigan.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Benton, with the Rev. Robert Askew officiating. Burial will fOilow
in the Masonic & Odd Fellows Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at Hobbs-Johnson Funeral Home, Benton,from
6 to 8 p.m. today (Monday)and from 9:30 to 11 a.m. Tuesday at the
church.
To sign the memorial guest register visit www.hobbsjohnsonfuneralhome.com.

Kenneth Armstrong
Kenneth Armstrong, 28, Murray, died Friday, March 4, 2005, at
12:15 p.m. at his home.
He was born April 5, 1976. Preceding him in death were his
grandparents, Merrill King and Brent and Lee Williams.
Survivors include his mother, Ms. Karen Armstrong and his
father, Jim Armstrong and wife, Judy, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Dawn McCuiston and husband, Eddie, and two nephews. Tyler and
Blake McCuiston, all of Hardin; one brother, Jimmy Armstrong and
wife, Susan, Nashville, Tenn.; his grandmother. Mrs. Mary King,
Illinois; one aunt, Mrs. Sandra King and friend, George Morris, Des
Plaines, Ill.; two uncles, Kenneth King and wife, Susan, Gurnee,
and Ronald King and wife, Judy, Kenosha, Wis.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens Chapel. Fr. Michael Williams will officiate.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
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Rev. James 0. Alford, 59, Ripley, Tenn., died Saturday, March 5,
2005, at his home.
He was a member of the Memphis Annual Conference of United
Methodist Churches. At his death, he was minister of First United
Methodist Church, Ripley. He was a previous
minister of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church in Calloway County and also
served as a board member of Need Line of
Murray and Calloway County.
••••..
aim.•
Rev. Alford was a veteran of the Vietnam
War.
Survivors include. his wife, Mrs. Pat Alford; two sons, Scott
Alford, Collierville, -Thnn., and Mark Alford, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; his
mother, Mrs. Viloet Alford, and one brother, Robert Alford, both of
Owensboro; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Ripley. Burial will follow in the Middle Tennessee Veterans
Cemetery, Nashville. Garner Funeral Home of Ripley. Tenn., is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made Lakeshore United
Methodist Assembly.

Mrs. Elizabeth Blakemore
Mrs. Elizabeth Blakemore,92, Enfield, Ill., died Saturday, March
5, 2005. at St. Mary's Hospital, Evansville, Ind.
She had worked at Ainsbrooke in Carmi, Ill., for many years. She
was the site manager at the Enfield Senior Citizens Center until her
retirement in 1999. She was a member of Enfield Christian Church.
Her husband, Earl Blakemore, two sisters, Patsy Frymire and
Ruth Walls, and one brother, Crawford Dealt], all preceded her in
death. Born Jan. 23, 1913, in Hamilton County, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late Maurice Deahl and Wave Crawford Deahl.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kay Ryan and husband,
Jim, Benton, Ky.; three grandchildren, Lora Murphy and Scott
Taylor, Murray, Ky., and Stacy Hendon, Paducah, Ky.; six greatgrandchildren; two sisters, Mrs. Fern Russell, Norris City, Ill., and
Mrs. Nell Wichael, Waterloo, Iowa.
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Elledge
Funeral Home, Enfield. Burial will follow in the Enfield Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

WASHINGTON (AP)- Momentum is
building among lawmakers to honor a welldecorated Kentucky veteran who died in
1998.
Garlin Murl Conner, a farmer from
Albany, received four Silver Stars and the
Distinguished Service Cross during 28
months of combat in World War 11. according to his family and friends. He died in
1998.
But a Wisconsin man Conner met only
once for a few minutes has spent the past
nine years trying to get a Medal of Honor for
the Kentuckian and now, Rep. Ed Whitfield,
R- 1st District, has introduced a resolution to
authorize the medal for his former constituent.
"It would be an injustice not to give it to
him even posthumously," said Whitfield,
who added that he plans to discuss the matter soon with the Pentagon.
Seven generals also are endorsing
Conner for the recognition.
Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Lloyd Ramsey, 86, was
Conner's commanding officer.
"He was the finest soldier that I've ever
seen," said Ramsey. "Garlin Conner didn't
know when to quit. He had no fear of anything. I think he deserves the Medal of
Honor more than any man I've ever heard
of."
The Kentucky legislature passed a reSo-

lution last year urging that Conner receive Conner using head movements to answer.
the medal, and similar resolutions are in the
"I told him, '1 want to talk about Gordon
works in legislatures in Tennessee. Illinois Roberts.' and he went into uncontrollable
and Wisconsin.
crying," Chilton recalled.
Chilton learned that Conner had been
"I'd be happy as anything to see it done,
but more than that it would be an honor for with his uncle when he died. Talking to
his child and his grandchildren," said Pauline Conner. the more Chilton learned
Pauline Conner, the soldier's 74-year-old about the invalid soldier, the more amazed
widow.
he became.
"I thought, •Why has no one tried to get
Whitfield sponsored a resolution for
Conner two years ago, but it didn't move this man's Distinguished Service Cross
because the military hadn't taken a position upgraded" to the Medal of Honor? Chilton
said.
on the medal. It still hasn't.
Since the Civil War, 3,459 Medals of
He told Pauline Conner and her son,
Honor have been awarded to soldiers in all Paul, that he would try to help them get
the services -614 of them posthumously, recognition for the quiet soldier. "Five minaccording to the Congressional Medal of utes turned into nine years,- Chilton said.
Paul Conner, 50, said his father kept a
Honor Society in Mount Pleasant, S.C.
Family members say Conner was wound- piece of shrapnel, a piece of a tonsil and a
ed seven times, including hip injuries so tooth from one of the seven times he was
severe that doctors thought he might not wounded. But the elder Conner kept the stowalk again. He eventually returned to the ries to himself.
front lines.
"I'd done what I had to do and come
Richard Chilton, a 72-year-old retired home, and that's all -there is to it," his father
carpenter who lives in Genoa City, Wis., was would say.
researching his uncle, Gordon Roberts.
Pauline Conner said her husband "was a
killed at Anzio, Italy. in January 1944. proud person, and he was proud of what he
Conner knew Roberts.
had done."
So Chilton went to Kentucky nine years
But asking for more recognition wasn't in
ago to see Conner, who by then was so ill he his nature,. she said.
couldn't really speak. Chilton thought he'd
"He thought people would say he was
try to get some questions answered with bragging. and he didn't want that," she said.

'Sermons from Stones and Books'available
"Sermons from Stones and
Books- from "As You Like It".
describes the life lessons one
can get from nature and world
around us. It also is the title of
the latest book by the late R.H.
McGaughey of Hopkipsville,
edited by his son, Dr. Bob
McGaughey of Murray.
The 192-page soft cover
book has 29 lessons or stories
with a moral that the elder
McGaughey put together from
his 60-year career as a journalist, author, farmer and military
officer. Many of the essays were
used in Sunday School during
McGaughey's 65 years of teaching class or conducting opening
services.
McGaughey was completing
the book in the spring of 2003
when he was killed in an automobile accident in Hopkinsville
March 28. He would have been
90 the following week.
"We were polishing and editing the book and planned to publish it in late 2003. However I
was not able to complete the
project until 2004. Many people
in the west Kentucky area, particularly in Hopkinsville, were
aware of it and I felt it needed to
be
published," said
Dr.

The weather book came from
50 years of reporting the weather as part of his job as editor of
The Todd County Standard in
Elkton, news and farm director
for WHOP and WKOA radio
stations in Hopkinsville, and as
farm editor for The Kentucky
New Era in Hopkinsville.
A journalism graduate of the
University of Kentucky, he also
worked with First City Bank in
Hopkinsville as the advertising
- manager and later as vice president in charge of farm loans.
"Molly of the Shakers" is a
historical novel that describes
R. H. McGaughey
the
Shakertown
near
Harrodsburg and the Civil War
McGaughey.
battle of Perryville. The hardThis is the fifth book
back book is still available but
the
elder
authored
by
the others are sold out.
McGaughey. His other books
-The Way I Heard It" is a colare "Life With Grandfather,"
lection of short, humorous sto-This Is Your Weather," "Molly
ries that McGaughey collected
of the Shakers" and "The Way I
over his years in the media busiHeard It."
ness. It got its name from an
The first book was an edited occasion when an Elkton man
version of the diaries of
came in to renew his subscripPvfcGaughey's grandfather, who tion of, The 'Todd County
lived in Newstead in Christian Standard. McGaughey thanked
County. It covered what he saw him for the renewal and said.
was happening during most of
"You want to be sure you know
the 1800s in the western
the news, don't you?" The man
Kentucky region.
replied, "I know the news; I just

want to make sure I heard the
same way you did."
Dr. McGaughey noted that
there is one more manuscript
that he and his dad were working on but the elder McGaughey
wanted the "Sermons From
Stones" book published first.
The other work is a collection of
four short stories with the title,
"Where Destiny Leads Me and
Other Short Stories." The other
three are "Four Went Fishing,"
"The Woman in 313" and -The
Initiation."
Dr. McGaughey, who is a
professor and retired chairman
in Murray State University's
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications," said
"Dad's last book will have to
wait until I can finish editing the
stories and find a publisher."
"Sermons From Stones" can
be purchased for $19.95 (plus
Kentucky state tax of $1.20) at
the Murray State University
Store. New Life Christian Store
in Murray or from Dr.
McGaughey (270-762-6874),
1611 Loch Lomond, Murray.
Ky.
42071: e-mail robert.mcgaughey@murraystate.edu.

Calloway Preschool/Head Start holding registration
County
The
Calloway
Preschool/Head Start will be
holding registration for children
who are interested in attending
school during the 2005-2006
school year. The education program focuses on the physical,
intellectual, social and emotional development of children wiih
activities that are developmentally appropriate.
Children eligible for the
Preschool/Head Start program
must be age three or four by
October 1, 2005, and qualify
according to income guidelines.
Children with disabilities qualify regardless of income.
Registration will be held
Tuesday from noon until 7 p.m.,

and April 12 from 9 a.m. until 3
p.m. at the Calloway County
Preschool.
All families are asked to
attend registration on March 8 or
April 12. If unable to attend,
they should call the Preschool
Head Start office at 762-7410.
Families need to bring the
following to registration: The
child's certified birth certificate,
proof of family income for 2004
or the last 12 months (tax forms.
pay stubs with year to date, or
letter from employers, verification of child support, K-TAP,
S and/or Social Security),
insurance card or medical card,
social security card for the child
and social security numbers for

all family members and custody
papers (if applicable).
Children do not need to

attend this registration. For more
information, telephone 7627410.

Sewing By Steven
90eed
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks
Call

For Appointment 270-753-6361

HEARING AID SALE

Investments Since. 854... Our best investment is you.
Custom Made-In The Ear

STOCK MARKET REPORT

HOW TO AFFORD
THE OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES
OF MEDICARE WHEN
YOUR POCKETS ARE EMPTY.
If you have Medicare, but need help paying premiums,
deductibles or coinsurance amounts, help is available. Single
people that are making less than $1,077 a month or couples
that are making less than $1,444 may qualify for a Medicare
Savings Progrant lb find out more, contact par State Health
Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP)at I-877-293-7447.
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Promise Keepers
events announced

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support
Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"Tips of Optimize Communications" will
be discussed by Cindy Ragsdale. Licensed
Social Worker and facilitator of the group.
Free sitter service during meetings is
provided by Shared Care Adult Day Care
Program, but call 753-0576 or 762-1537
by today at 4 ptm. for arrangements.

MWC Board will meet

The Executive Board of Murray Woman's
Club will meet today at 4 p.m. at the club
house. Members are asked to note the change in time.

Promise Keepers will be
holding several events across
the country this summer with
three close to this area.
The one big one will be at
Razorback Stadium on the campus of University of Arkansas
in Fayetteville the weekend of
June 10-11.
Other smaller events will be
at Savvis Center in St. Louis,
Mo., the weekend of July 2910, and at Gaylord Entertain-

inent Center at Nashville. Tenn.,
the weekend of Aug. 12-13.
To get tickets go to promisekeepers.org on the Internet or
call l-800-888-7595.
A group from Four Rivers
Church in Paducah will be going
to the Nashville event. If interested in attending this trip with
a group from this area call 2709538-5261 for more information.

"Get A Grip On Your
Money," a free program for
high school students and their
parents will be tonight from 6
to 8 p.m. in the Murray High
School Library.
This material is based on
Daved Ramsey's "Financial
Peace for the Next Generation."
The topic for tonight's program will be "Become a Super
Saver."
Other sessions will be "Creating a Budget You Can Live
With" on March 14; "Preventing, Reducing and Eliminating
Debt" on March 21; "Bargain
Shopping" on March 28.

Refreshments will be pro
vided each night. At least
parent is required to •
with high school student
The program is being sponsored by Family LINKS of
Calloway County Adult & Family Education. Murray Family
Resource Center and Murray
High School.

Mountain Mission Truck will be here
The Mountain Mission Truck will be at First United
Methodist Church on Wednesday. Needs are dishes, pots and
pans, what-nots, odds and ends, linens and small functioning
kitchen appliances, shoes, new or slightly worn clothes and
cell phones. If possible place your donations in boxes.

Spring registration Tuesday
Calloway County Preschool and Head Start spring registration will be Tuesday from noon to 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool. If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on
or before Oct. 1, 2005, come and register. Each one should
bring your child's certified birth certificate, Social Security
card, insurance card/medical card, and proof of income for
2004. For information call 762-7410.

Gentry House meeting planned
The Gentry House, Inc., will meet Wednesday at 9 a.m. at
the Housing Authority of Murray board room, located inside
the main office at 716 Nash Dr., Murray. This is an open
meeting and any interested parties are welcome. The house
provides emergency shelter to area residents who become
homeless because of a crisis in their lives.

Dexter Town meeting Tuesday
A Dexter Town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the
Dexter Community Center. Guest speaker will be Steve Hoskins,
superintendent of Calloway County Schools. A potluck meal
will be served.

Community Forum Tuesday
A Community Forum will be Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
MCCH Center for Health and Wellness gym. This will be a
joint meeting of MCCH Board of Trustees, Calloway County
Fiscal Court and Murray City Council.

East School plans SBDM election
East Calloway Elementary School will hold its School
Based Decision Making Council (SBDM) Election on Tuesday. The purpose is to elect two parent representatives to the
council. Parents or legal guardians of students enrolled for
the 2005-2006 school year may vote from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the school's front office. Votes may also be cast at
the 6 p.m. PTA meeting that evening. Also the school's SBDM
will meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday at the school.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128. Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I877-447-2004.

Share The Hope needs donations
Share The Hope will be delivering donations of food, cleaning supplies, personal hygiene items, underwear, socks, school
supplies, coats and excellent clothing for boys and girls to
the Wolfe County High School in eastern Kentucky. The deadline for donations is March 24. Items may be delivered and
donations sent to 481 Vanaeave Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Checks should be written to The Share The Hope Project.

Photo provided

Gary Vacca, right, and his son. Blake, presented a program at a meeting of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Father and son perform
for Music Department
Gary Vacca and his son.
Blake, presented the program
at the February meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
The father performed several of his own piano arrangements and the son played both
piano and guitar.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Kay Ray, Sondra Rice,

Jeanie Robertson, Amy Roos
and Mary Ann Russell.
Because of a conflict with
the Murray Civic Music Association program. the department meeting on March 15
will start at 6 p.m. for the
business meeting to be followed at 6:30 p.m.,-by--a_prt
gram presented by Scott and
Media Erickson.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St

NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR 1:
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their regularly scheduled Bridge play on
Wednesday.
Play will start at 9:15 a.m
at the club house with Melva
Hatcher, phone 753-9517, as
hostess. If you have not signed
up, call Hatcher.
Winners of Bridge play on
but seating is limited to 350.
Tickets may be purchased in March 2 were Maxa Read, first,
advance by contacting the pag- and Shirley Jenstrom, second.
eant director, Traci Levey, at Hatcher also served as host
1-270-727-0'387.
All proceeds from this corn
petition will go to the Lighthouse, a shelter in Mayfield
for women and children whoa
re homeless or the victims of
domestic violence.

Mrs. Purchase Area
Pageant to be at Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. — The first
Mrs. Purchase Area Pageant will
be held Saturday at 7 p.m. at
the Four Rivers Center for the
Performing Arts, Paducah.
This pageant is a preliminary to the Mrs. America
Pageant which is televised each
year.
Tickets will be available at
the door the night of the event,

Calloway Red Cross to
conduct lifeguard training
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross in
Murray will conduct Lifeguard
Training March 24 through
April 3 at Murray State's Carr
Health Pool. This training.
required of all certified lifeguards, is designed to teach
the skills and knowledge needed to prevent and respond to
aquatic emergencies.
Requirements for participants include a minimum age
of 15; treading water for two
minutes using, legs only with
their arms crossed over their
chest; swimming 500 yards
continuously using front crawl,
breaststroke and sidestroke; and
submerging to a depth of at
least seven feet to retrieve a
ten-pound object.
Some of the skills learned
in this course are recognizing
behaviors of swimmers in distress, performing equipment-

based rescue skills and techniques used by professional
lifeguards, and providing first
aid and CPR.
This 32-hour session takes
place nights and weekends from
March 24 through April 3 in
both classroom and pool at
MSU's Carr Health Building.
Due to limited space, interested participants must register at the Red Cross office at
the George Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, no later than March 18.
The cost of this course
including all course materials
and certification fees is $140.00.
For more information. contact
Calloway Red Cross executive
director Holly Webb at 7531421 or e-mail HYPERLINK
mailto:chapter@callowayredcross.orgchapter@callowayredcross.org.

A true friend
never gets in
your way unless
you happen to
be going down.

-Arnold Glasow

•
Prograr^ Information Call 753-3314

Remove Unwanted Hair Permanently

Electrolysis
by Pat Mullins, CE
30 Years Experience • Nationally Certified
Individual Probe Tips Used

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County has listed special needs to help the clients. They are: Cooler. Freezer and
Pantry - fresh eggs, canned spinach, caned spaghetti sauce
and boxes of saltine crackers; Personal and Cleaning - bath
tissue, bleach and dish liquid; special need - large brown
paper bags. Items may be taken to the office in the Weeks
Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. For information call 753-6333.

THEOS Group will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) Group will meet
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Main Street, Murray. Opal Howard will present a
program on "Now That My Spouse Is Gone." Later the group
will go eat at Sirloin Stockade. This group is for any person
who has lost a spouse through death. For information call
Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Suiter at 753-2875 or Karen
Issacs at 753-2411.

Bring a bag of nonperishable food items the
week of March 7th to your local Curves
and

n with no service fee. All groceries will
be donated to local food banks.
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FARM
Superior 1st With FFA

Photo provided
Photo provided

on
ng statements during a workshop on erosi
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing makes openi
and
MSU
28.
y State's Murray Room on Feb.
protection and sediment control at Murra
Barry Tonning with Tetra Tech Inc., which
hop.
works
the
the City of Murray sponsored
taught municipal and MSU employees, area
works with the Kentucky Division of Water.
area the cause and effects of erosion and
contractors, engineers and developers in the
management practices were taught on how
sediment loss on construction sites. Best
oration in the environment.
deteri
to prevent such soil loss and stream

County High School FFA Chapter
Pictured is David Crouch, 2004-2005 Calloway
ers, placed Superior 1st at the
President. Crouch, along with three other memb
raises dark-fired tobacco. Other
Regional FFA paperwork day Feb. 22. Crouch
Kelsey Watson, sheep production and
members receiving superior 1st ratings were
for the state competition held this
Bryan Craig, forestry. They are now qualified
CCHS Junior Trent Cossey was electsummer in Louisville, KY. On that same day
2006.
ed Purchase Region FFA Treasurer for 2005-
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Tara M.Houston, M.D.
Board Certified Pediatrician
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Hospital.
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Locals vren for tourney o eners
_
Th. Rita Region boys and gins' basketball tournament wel be held this *ask at
Me Regional Special Events Censer in
warm
BOYS
MONDAY(Naroh 7)
Lone Oak vs. Graves Co.,8 p.m. Fulkm Co. vs. Calloway Co., 7:45 p.m.
TUESDAY(Mare* II)
a St. Masy vs. Paducah Tilghman,8 p.m.
a Marshal Co. vs. Carlisle Co, 7:45
!MAY Man* 11)
* Seminal*,6 & 7:45 p.m.
SATURDAY(ten* 12)
* Finial,7 p.m.
CURLS
WEDNESDAY pisrss
*SL Miry vs. Canisle Co., 8 p.m.
*Paducah Thgtenan vs. Murray, 7:45
Y(March 10)
Fulton Co. vs. Bedlam ',Lemon* 8
Marshal Co. vs. Heath, 7:45 p.m.
Y(March 14)
Sissallivais, 6 & 7:45 p.m
Y(March 15)
Finals, 7 p.m.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Taking a page from the Kentucky lottery — someone is
going to win the First Region
championship — might as well
be ... you?
A wide open field embarks
on the road to the Sweet 16
state tournament, beginning
tonight at the Regional Special Events Center. The winner of this weekend's boys'
championship game moves on
to Lexington, while the girls'
champion, crowned next Tuesday night, heads to Bowling
Green.
With parity becoming the
norm, the 16 teams — eight
on the girls' side and eight on
the boys' side — battling for
First Region bragging rights
all have one thing in common
a 0-0 record.
at this point

Coaches and school staff
members representing each of
the teams were on hand for
Saturday's regional draw in the
Murray Room of the RegionC er.
Events(
l
Special
a
Calloway Coun 's 26-2
overall record and l -1 mark
in region play means very little to Fulton County. The Pilots
finished 19-9 overall and went
15-9 against First Region opponents. Those two teams will
tip off tonight at 7:45 in the
nightcap. Lone Oak and Graves
County square off at 6 p.m.
Rechelle Turner and Murray High could care less about
Paducah Tilghman's 24-5 overall record and undefeated First
Region mark (17-0).
Turner and the Lady Tigers
were this year's Class A First
Region winners, finishing with
a record of 19-10 overall and

Illini's perfect
season ruined
by Ohio State
By The Associated Press
Illinois no longer has the pressure of trying to complete college basketball's first perfect season since 1976.
ranked Mini lost for the first time this-season-Sunday, falling to Ohio State 65-64. They are still the top seed
for this week's Big Ten tournament and will almost certainly
still be a No. 1 seed for the NCAA tournament.
They just won't have that perfect season to worry about.
"Everyone says a loss will help. We'll find out," Illinois
coach Bruce Weber said. "We'll learn from it and move on.
This next stretch is the most important of the year, and that's
what people are going to remember."
Illinois' loss was just one
part of a wild Sunday for the
teams at the top of the poll.
Second-ranked North Carolina needed a game-closing
11-0 run to beat No. 6 Duke
75-73. Florida beat No. 3 Kentucky 53-52, a loss that could
cost the Wildcats a No. 1 seed
in Ow NCAA tournament. Chris
Paul hit a 12-foot runner at
the buzzer to give No. 4 Wake
Forest a 55-53 victory over
North Carolina State.
That left the top four w ith
a 2-2 mark in four games decided by a total of six points.
In other games involving
teams Sunday, it was:
Je'Kel
,
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t
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"We didn't take care of the ball and they made all
won
plays at the end," Illinois center Jack Ingram said. "They
it."
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13-4 against region competition.
Murray High and the Lady
Tornado will tip off Wednesday night at 7:45.
If there is one thing that
Turner feels like she knows,
it's the long road that you have
to travel to get where you really want to go.
"It's just like anything else.
When we went into the Class
A (tournament), we told the
kids that things are worth more
when you have to take the
long road," Turner said. "We
got the No. 2 seed and had to
play St. Mary and Ballard on
the way to the finals.
"It's a situation where you
know it's one game and out.
We didn't have the opportunity to pick. The pick came to
us. We know what we are
capable of doing when we play
well, and we know what we

are capable of doing when we
don't play well."
Tilghman handled the Lady
Tigers 75-41 on Jan. 10. Thai
loss, some would say. sparked
Murray High as it finished the
season 12-4 overall, including
a stretch of five straight wins.
"It's definitely a big challenge for us," Turner said of
playing Tilghman. "But the kids
seem to respond when our
backs are against the wall."
There's always that one
bump in the road that every
coach expects to experience at
one point during the season.
Laker head coach Terry Birdsong avoided the bumps like
a NASCAR driver on a dirt
road. Fast and furious is how
the sixth-year head coach drove
his team through the season.

•See REGION Page 2B

e p oto
Head coach Terry Birdsong
and his Lakers are up first
among local teams in the
First Region Tournament,
battling Fulton Co. tonight.

'Breeds
miss out
on series
sweep

Florida 53, Kentucky 52

Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times .

AP

away from Kentucky's Rajon
Florida's David Lee (24) wrenches the ball
d half Sunday at Gainesville,
Rondo (4) at Kentucky's basket in the secon
Fla. Florida upset the Wildcats 53-52.

Gators end long losing
streak to rival Wildcats
GAINESVILLE, Fla.(AP)
— After coming up empty
eight times, Florida's David
Lee was finally able to enjoy
a win over Kentucky.
The senior forward jumped
on a courtside table while
the rest of his team celebrated the Gators' 53-52 upset
victory Sunday, keyed by
Anthony Roberson's two free
throws with 15 seconds
remaining.
"That was four years in
the making right there," Lee
said.
Florida ended an eightgame losing streak against
the Southeastern Conference
regular season champions.
"It was the greatest win
of my life," the Gators' Matt

Walsh said.
Roberson, the league's
leading scorer, stripped the
ball from Patrick Sparks with
about 12 seconds to play, trailing 52-51. Sparks fouled
Roberson as he headed the
other way. Roberson stepped
to the line and calmly made
both ends of the 1-and-I. He
finished with 21 points.
Kentucky (23-4, 14-2) still
had a chance to win, but
Kelenna Azubuike's 3-pointer just before the buzzer
bounced off the left side of
the rim and into Walsh's
hands.
Then the celebration began.
Florida (20-7, 12-4) last
beat the Wildcats in March
2001. The Gators have been

close since, losing the last
three at home by a total of
seven points, but they hadn't been able to get over the
hurdle.
The "Big Three" changed
that Sunday.
Lee, the team's lone senior who was honored before
his final home game, had
lost all eight previous meetings against Kentucky. Walsh
and Roberson had been 0-6.
"It's taken three years for
me to win this on my home
floor," Roberson said.
Walsh, Roberson and Lee
combined for 43 of Florida's
53 points. Walsh and Lee
each had 11. Lee added 10
rebounds, two assists, two
steals and a blocked shot.

An offensive barrage lifted
visiting Wright State past Min;
--ray State 18-8_in college base=
ball action Sunday afternoon
at Reagan Field.
The Raiders (3-6) pounded
out 18 hits and scored eight
runs in the sixth inning to spoil
the Thoroughbreds' chances of
sweeping the three-game set.
MSU (7-4) won the first two
contests, sweeping Saturday's
doubleheader 6-3 and 4-0.
On Sunday, the 'Breds
appeared well on their way ,to
a sweep, scoring two runs each
in the first and second innings
and led 7-4 at the end of four
frames.
However, Wright State took
control with its big sixth inning,
scoring eight times on six hits
while taking advantage of three
Murray errors to go ahead 97.
The Warriors continued to
tack on runs, scoring three
more in the seventh on three
hits while adding another threespot in the eighth to effectively put the game out of reach.
MSU added an unearned run
in the bottom of the eighth,
but it was too little too late
for the 'Breds:
Designated hitter/first baseman Jason Payton led the Murray State offense by going 2for-4 at the plate with two RBI
as the 'Breds had nine hits in
the tame. Third baseman Alex
Stewart and catcher Dustin Hennigar also had two hits apiece
for MSU.
Catcher Bryan Vickers paced
Wright State at the plate. going
3-for-5 with four RBI and two
runs scored.
West Harris (0-1) took the
pitching loss for the 'Breds,
allowing eight runs (four
:
earned) on six hits in just 1,;
MSU
work.
of
innings
1/3
starter Tyler Pittman ,went 41/3 innings, allowing four runs
(three earned) on seven hits
while walking three and striking out one.
Nate Stevens (1-1) picked
up the win for the Raiders in
relief.

Ford, Colonels ready to enjoy break
the league championship. It will
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Travis Ford 52-46 in
be the sixth NCAA appearance for Eastknows exactly what his Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky but marks a big turnaround
ern
tourColonels face in their first NCAA
for a program with 17 losing seasons
nament appearance since 1979, and that's
since that last berth.
why he has no problem waiting a week
"It's just an unbelievable feeling," senfor Selection Sunday.
forward Michael Haney said of the
ior
"We're going to enjoy it," Ford said
und.
turnaro
tournaNCAA
of his first foray into the
joked that he had to beg Haney
Ford
the
ncing
experie
after
coach
ment as a
down other offers and join him
turn
to
Wildy
event as a player with the Kentuck
in reviving the Colonels. It wasn't in
cats.
sell because Ford won only seven
easy
of
"I asked my guys, 'You ever hear
of games in his first season in 2000-01.
Selection Sunday? You ever heard
Haney accepted, and Ford credits his
on
that?' They said, 'Oh yeah.' I hope
be decision with helping him lure players
that day we're all together. We will
like Zach Ingles who led the Colonels
definitely. There will be some celebration
with 15 points on Saturday and hit a
in Richmond to say the least."
Valley long 3-pointer with 21.7 seconds left that
His Colonels earned the Ohio
clinched their victory.
NCAA
Conference's automatic berth to the
The 6-foot-9 Alonzo Hint, a junior colPeay
Austin
beating
by
y
tournament Saturda

lege transfer, helped hold Austin Peay
center Zac Schlader to 14 points, and he
blocked a 3 by Maurice Hampton that would
have tied the game at 45. Haney also
had 12 points and 13 rebounds.
"We said, 'You guys can help us get
to the NCAA tournament,' " Ford said.
"It becomes a reality."
After going 14-15 last season, the
Colonels set a school record with their
22nd victory on Saturday, improving to
22-8. That's better than the 21 wins in
1978-79 or 1945-46.
Austin Peay (13-19) was trying to earn
its second NCAA berth in three years
despite entering the OVC tournament as
the No. 5 seed. Coach Dave Loos wasn't too upset with a team that won only
two of its first 10 games but came so
close to an improbable finish

AP

with
Eastern Kentucky's Stephen Gabbard, left, clowns
the
with
pose
they
as
teammate Julian Mascoll. right,
Saturtrophy
onship
champi
Ohio Valley Conference
day in Nashville. Tenn. Eastern Kentucky defeated
Austin Peay 52-48, and will make its first appearance
In the NCAA Tournament in 26 years
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Smoltz returns as starter
By The Associated Press
"It's funny how Randy JohnJohn Smolt, threw the first son's not old, Roger Clemens
pitch of a game instead of its is not old, but a guy who's
last for the first time .since had four surgeries becomes old
2001. Kevin Brown made his real quick," Snioltz said. "It's
first pain-free start since sign- not an experiment. It's not
ing with the Y.ankees before something I haven't done
last season.
before. But I understand the
After three stellar years as magnitude of what it could
Atlanta's closer. Smoltz made
a triumphant return to the startAt Tampa, Ha., Brown struging rotation and pitched two gled through the first inning.
scoreless innings Sunday 4ur- allowing a run and three hits.
ing the Braves' 8-7 viCtoiy * Then he made some adjustments
over a New York Mets split and followed with two scoresquad in Kissimmee. Fla.
less innings in New York's 6"Same Smoltzie," manager 5 loss to the Cincinnati Reds.
Bobby Cox said. "Just got to
"At least I felt like I was
build up some endurance, that's moving OK. I didn't feel like
all. He's going to fit right in I was locked up. It wasn't an
with all the other starters."
issue." Brown said.
The 1996 Cy Young winBrown's health could be a
ner allowed two soft singles major factor for the Yankees.
. and struCk out one against a His back didn't feel right all
- watered-down Mets lineup. It of last year in going 10-6 with
.• was an impressive spring debut, a 4.09 ERA, and the former
especially for a 37-year-old All-Star missed most of Seppitcher who was switched to tember when he punched a
the bullpen after three elbow wall and broke his left hand.
operations - the Braves Then he was shelled by the
7 thought the it-Tye would pro- Boston Red Sox in Game 7
: long his career.
of the ALCS.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY:
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TV, radio

Locally
PREP BASKETBALL
7-.45 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM - Lakers vs Fulton
Co in First Region Tournament at
RSEC

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag
Good thru March 15, 2005

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4495
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

87995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease .21 Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

94995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Addldonal Parts & Labor At Adon,'

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Set 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

thing other than wash windows. I got to cut down the
nets."
Senior Shyra Ely, the tournament MVP, said Summitt
never brings up any of her
accomplishments to the team.
"She's so down to earth,
that's what's so great about her,"
Ely said. "She has that quiet
confidence and I love it. We
probably pay more attention to
it than she does."
Still, the players know how
special it'll be to get Summitt
to 880, more than likely in
the upcoming NCAA tournament.
"It'll be really important and
I think we can do it," Ely
said.
The Lady Vols had been in
LSU's shadow this season since
Feb. 10, when the Lady Tigers
had their way inside in the

4

SPOPISORED BY STUART ALEAA•1121

'
e. -. -- Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
call me today for d FREE quotc.
978.0355 •1702 inn 121 N.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

AP

Atlanta Braves' starter
John Smoltz works against
the New York Mets in a
spring training game Sunday in Lake Buena Vista,
Fla,

Summitt, Lady Vols earn
SEC Me over No. 1 LSU

GREENVILLE,S.C.(AP)Pat Saturant will have plenty
of time to think about her spot
on college basketball's career
victories list after the season.
For .now, she's just concerned
about bringing another title to
Tennessee.
Summitt moved within a
game of Dean Smith's all-time
mark of 879 victories when
the fifth-ranked Lady Vols (264) beat No. 1 LSU on Sunday for their first Southeastern Conference tournament
crown in five years.
"Nothing has broken the spirit of this team. I've worked them
hard and they've bought into
it. That's more important to
me right now than numbers,"
Summitt said. "I'm glad to get
up on the ladder and do some-

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Coloniai Athletic champonship Ole Dominion vs Virginia
Commonweatth
8 p.m.
ESPN - Missour, Valley championship Southwest Missouri State vs
Creghton
ESPN2- Metro Atlantic champonshic Niagra vs Rider
11 p.m. ESPN - West Coast championship
Gio,zaga vs St Mary s
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m.
ESPN2 - Atlantic 10 championship
6:30 p.m.
Foy Sports Net - Atlantic Coast
championship North Carolina vs Duke
9:30 p.m.
Fox Sports Net - Pacific 10 championship Stanford vs Arizona State

He threw 53 pitches against
the Reds, allowing four hits
and two walks with four strikeouts.
-I loved what I saw," catcher Jorge Posada said.
Gary Sheffield, another
injured Yankees star, made his
debut.
Sheffield, recovering from an
offseason operation on his left
shoulder, went 2-for-3 with a
pair of RBI singles. The Yankees started their regular lineup for the first time this year
- an All-Star at every position.
"Just to know that you can
play a baseball game without
feeling the agony or the pain
I had last year. I can't really
explain it," Sheffield said.
In other games
Cardinals 5, Marlins 1
At Jupiter, Fla., A.J. Burnett allowed four runs in two
innings for Florida. Cardinals
starter Chris Carpenter hit a
two-run double and allowed
two hits in three innings, striking out two. Jim Edmonds hit
an RBI single for St. Louis.

©ME130AR
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68-58 defeat. While Summitt
never focused on payback, the
loss galvanized her team which has won its last eight
games since.
"Our philosophy is to take
that and learn from it," Summitt said. "We went back to
work and became a better basketball team because of that
loss. That's when I saw a team
that understood we can not do
this individually."
Those lessons were evident
late in this one.
Trailing 65-61 with 1:28 left,
Tennessee rallied. with Shanna
Zolman's 3-pointer and Ely's
fastbreak layup to move in
front 66-65.
LSU (29-2) had the play it
wanted the next time down
but a wide-open Sylvia Fowles-.
couldn't handle Temeka Johnson's pass beneath the basket.

Spring Training Giance
Motor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L Pct
Detroit
3 01 000
Boston
t750
3
Tampa Bay
1 750
3
Texas
3 1 750
Cleveland
1 667
2
Toronto
1 667
2
Baltimore
2 2.500
Los Angeles
2 2 500
Minnesota
2 3.400
Chicago
2 4.333
Kansas City
1
3.250
New York
O
3.000
Seattle
O
3 000
Oakland
O
4 000
NATIONAL LEAGUE
'N
L Pct
Atlanta
4 01 000
Milwaukee
4 01.000
Anzona
3
1 750
Chicago
1.750
3
Washington
3 1 750
St Louis
2 1 667
New York
3 2.600
San Francisco
3 2.600
Cincinnati
2 2 500
Colorado
2 2.500
San Diego
2 2.500
Pittsburgh
1
2 333
Houston
1
3.250
Florida
4.200
Los Angeles
1
4.200
Philadelphia
0 4 000
NOTE: Spirt-squad games count in the
standings, games against non-mapr
league teams do not
Sunday's Games
Toronto 6. Minnesota 5
St. Louis 5, Florida 1
Boston 5. Philadelphia 4
Detroit 2, Cleveland 2, tie. 10 innings
Atlanta 8. New YCNIS Mets iss) 7
Baltimore 4, L.A. Dodgers 2
Washington (ss) 9. Houston 4
Tampa Bay 5. Pittsburgh 3
N Y Mets (ss1 14. Washington (sal 5
Cincinnati 6, N Y. Yankees 5
Texas 16, Colorado 1
L.A Angels 17, Oakland 4
San Diego 9. Seattle 6. 10 innings
Milwaukee 9. Kansas City 6
Anzona 8. Chicago White Sox 3
San Francisco 10. Chicago Cubs 1

NBA Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
31 29 517
Philadelphia
29 30.492 1 1/2
New Jersey
26 34.433
5
New York
25 34.424 5 1/2
Toronto
25 34.424 5 1/2
Southeast Division
W
t.Pct GB
Miami
45 16.738
Washington
33 25.56910 1/2
Orlando
31 27.53412 1/2
Charlotte
12 45.211
31
Atlanta
10 48.17233 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Detroit
36 22.621
Cleveland
31 27.534
5
Chicago
29 27.518
6
Indiana
29 30.492 7 trz
Milwaukee
24 33 42111 1/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
San Antonio
46 13.780
Dallas
38 20.655 7 1/2
Houston
34 25.576
12
Memphis
33 25.56912 1/2
New Orleans
13 46.220
33
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Seattle
41 17.707
Denver
30 29.50611 1/2
Minnesota
30 30.500
12
Portland
22 35 38618 12
Utah
20 39 33921 1 ,2
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoenix
46 14.767
Sacramento
37 24.607 9 1/2
LA Lakers
30 28.517
15
L.A. Clippers
26 33.44119 1/2
Golden State
18 41.30527 1/2
Sunday's Gaines
Houston 90 Dallas 69
Sacramento 100. Detroit 85
Minnesota 99, Boston 97
San Antonio 101, Utah 94
Toronto 95, New Orleans 84
Miami 102. Cleveland 82
New York 115, Golden State 99
Phoenix 110. Seattle 99
L A Lakers 103. Indiana 94

SportsBriefs
•Tickets for the First Region Tournament will be on sale in the front
office at both Murray and Calloway County high schools today through
Wednesday. Tickets can be purchased dunng regular school hours
Ticket prices are $6 for chair seats and $5 for general admission.
Advanced tickets will be sold to students, faculty and staff for $3.

ItfRegion

••

From Page 1B

But not even the best drivers
can avoid every crash.
When Birdsong's Lakers lost
to Marshall County in the
FOUrth District Tournament
championship game last Thursday, it left a sour taste in the
mouth of his players. And he's
not afraid to remind his players of that.
"We didn't play like we are
capable of playing against Marshall." Birdsong said. "We've
made our kids aware of it, and
they know it inside, too.
MICHAEL DANN/File photo
"All the other teams took Rechelle Turner and the
their lumps in December and Murray High Lady Tigers
January, and we hadn't," he begin
First
Region
added. "So this was our lump.
Tournament action
on
We would have liked for it to
Wednesday
against
have come a little sooner. But,
as I've said before, it's better Second District champion
to get beat that game than the Paducah Tilghman.
one before it or the one after
Birdsong also knows Fulit."
ton County coach Shane
Birdsong and the Lakers flirt- Midyett will have his players
ed with Fulton County before ready to play.
winning easily 57-33 on Feb.
AP
"We'll have our hands full
Tennessee head cogh Pat Summitt and her son Tyler, I at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
with Fulton County. They are
14, cut down the net after defeating LSU 67-65 in the
Birdsong was happy to draw athletic. Shane does a good
Southeastern Conference championship game Sunday the Pilots. He feels that will job, and they're real
good
help the Lakers chances of get- inside," Birdsong said. "We'll
in Greenville, S.C.
ting back to the regional cham- regroup. This group of
guys
pionship game, where they have have won 26 games, so I
think
been the last two years. The it's safe to say they know
ALLIED
how
Lakers won the region in 2003 to win. (Last week) was
just
HOME MORTGAGE
and then lost in the first round a bump in the road."
CAPITAL CORPORATION
of the state tournament.
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
Special to the Ledger
• Cali or come by today for your free pre-approval!
PADUCAH, Ky. - The Murray State women's tennis team
defeated Miami (Ohio) 4-3 Sunday afternoon, halting the Red200 Poplar St. • Murray. KY
hawks' win streak at five.
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
"This is a big win for us; this is the kind of match that
helps you win championships," said MSU head coach Connie
Keasling. "This shows us that we can compete with some of
the better teams and it builds confidence."
The Racers (3-3) began the match by sweeping all three
doubles matches to earn the doubles point, but none of those
wins came easily against Miami (8-3).
•Buy 1 largo (16") pizza at regular price,
Sophomores Anna and Rachael Lask won at No. I doubles
get 2nd MI(of equal orfessef value)
over Linda Jirouskova and Katrina Lomidze 9-7 in the eightgame pro set, while sophomore Casady Pruitt and senior Jen'Buy 3 large (16") pizzas with unlimited
nifer Ward won at No. 2 doubles over Leda Pesatova
toppings S7.00 as.(3 minimum purchase)
and
Remy Swain 8-6, and senior Jaclyn Leeper and freshman Whit'large (16") pizza with
ney Robards won at No. 3 doubles over Victoria Pull&
and
unlimited toppings SIM
Nancy Wiegand 8-6.
Leeper, playing in front of a hometown crowd, played the
•Beef Tips Dinner $1.00
deciding
match, winning at No. 1 singles over Jirouskova 7-5,
•Personal Cokonts w/2 toppings & drink $LOB
7-6. Anna Lask won at No. 2 singles over Lomidze
7-5, 6-0.
We II h01101' QM pizza coupon
while Rachael Lask won at No. 4 singles over Mid° 6-2,
6Church goups receive 20% discount on Sundays
4. Ward fell at No. 3 singles to Douple 1-6, 6-3, 7-6,
while
Opon Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Cc:A:Iwo/sr Rd.
Pruitt lost in a battle at No. 5 singles with Pesatova
7-6. 62, with the first-set tie-breaker going to 15-13. Sophomo
re
Christina Hall fell at No. 6 singles to Swain 6-2, 6-3.

MSU women's tennis wins

762-0442

4
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Card of Thanks

1E1
5
6
/2

YOU HAVE TOUCHED
OUR LIVES

lB

1/2
12
1/2
33

Words cannot express the love and
appreciation that comes with this
heartfelt "Thank You" to Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano, and
Gary Vacca, pianist, for their performance at the benefit concert on
Sunday, February 27, at Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
held on my behalf. We were truly
blessed by the wonderful talents of
these two individuals.

30

1/2
12
1/2
1/2

GB
112
15
12
1(2

a front
rough

"Thank You" to all those in attendance for the outpouring of love,
support, and contributions. And for
those who were unable to attend, we
also thank you for your support and
contributions, as we know you were
with us in spirit. We are so blessed
by the way God has touched our
lives with the many friends we have
in Murray, Calloway County and
beyond.

PHARMACY TECHNICIAN &
PATIENT SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES

DEPENDABLE servers
and kitchen help wanted for Cypress Spnngs
Resort Cali for appt
270-436-5496

We are looking for hardworking, ambitious
individuals. As a fast growing company,
we need those who are eager to learn and
ready to become part of a dynamic team.
The Pharmacy Technician position does
not require certification but is preferred.
Come be a part of an exciting opportunity.
Excellent benefits, Health Insurance &
401K. Send resume to:

DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES.
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE.
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD. (800)4686087

pekoe
_
dese
141

Pubno Dose
n Resources
Huma
Attn:
P.O. Box 1600
Murray, KY 42071
No Walk In Applications
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
Employer - Affirmative Action
—

hours

ission

To all those who worked behind the
scenes in preparing for the concert,
as well as those who took part, and
Cumberland'
Liberty
the
to
rs, God
membe
h
Presbyterian Churc
ful for
thank
so
are
We
bless you all!
you.
of
one
each and every

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

.
I am looking for a particular type of person
One who wit take personal interest in my
local business. If you're willing to work, follow
instructions and can live on an average of
I
$3,000 per month until your skills improve,
will TRAIN you; train you well. PAY you: pay
you well and provide advancement limited
only to your own ability. We otter $60K-$80k,
1st year potential.

May God Bless and Keep You,
Brother Don and Nikki Faulkner
& Family
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

My, my hew the years gone by!

Happy 50th,
David (Hortethee)
Omaha

.

From Chad & friends at Briggs
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Wks

AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training. Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month. Pre-registration
required. Call 7531421 for info.

THE Shed Info: 4-37
Jus
Fri:
4283.
Breaking Even Band.
Sat: Stanley Walker
Band. Special Guest
4
March
Fnday
Sidewinder Band.

Specials
DAILY
Sandra D's 94 East
293-3816
THEFT
IDENTITY
PROTECTION. Protect
your ID Call 492-8642

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
PERSON with shredder would like to shred
your documents for a
small tee. 753-7129

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
$200
dog.
LOST
reward 6 year old
black lab mix. male.
Neared, el black with
muzzle.
IraYing
PAilektg since 2/19/05,
Mater area. 270-2272440

GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hinng
for the following positions: RN-LPN, weekend option 6A-6P
weekend option 6P-6A.
PRN or scheduled parttime position. CNA,.2P10P hill time, 10P-6A
full time Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
West Farthing Street.
Mayfield, KY 42066

INPATIENT CODER
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Inpatient Coder. The candidate must have 2
or more years experience of coding experience. Experience must be in ICD-9-cm, CPT,
HCPCS and ICD-0. Prefer candidate be CCS,
RHIT, or RHIA certification.
We offer excellent benefits including health,
dental, vision, life, STD & LTD insurance,
retirement, and also a competitive salary
package. Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person.

IMMEDIATE openings
for full-time employment at Have Mop Will
Travel Call Beverly at
an
for
759-4222
appointment
LOCAL lawn sprinkler
firm needs experienced
I aborers
Transportation and references are a must
Phone (270)435-4776

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
(7311644-8472
c9yona4icmc4n erg
Equal Opportunity Employer

Drivers Wanted:

on
Looking for scrim individuals who we interested in
trthirtiog so Wad* a positive team spirit; puts success of
team above ova thickets; are able to follow policies and prooaiures to support orpthzation's goals and values. CDL
required. Pilau be able to write simple correspondence, record
mileage and fed consumption. Must have ability to apply
tommon sense understanding to carry out written or oral
instructions. asserti‘c and loots for ways to improve and promote quality, demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness, persistence and overcomes obgacles, measure self against standard
of excellence. Individual who is able to meet productivity standards and completes work in a timely roaster, following
instnicoons and responds to management direction and takes
responsibility for own actions.
Benefits
•Full benefit package including medical dental and e,,r insurance
.1431K
*Paid Vasatson
aceselad.
•Bonus Potential

Inc.
GlenDi
E 200 N
3015
Rochester, Indiana 46975
Since 1986

Hiring Owner Operators
In Murray, KY.
Pay $.95 per mile
2500 to 3200 miles per week
Stop pay + fuel surcharge
$250.00 Quarterly safety bonus.
Contact; the Murray, KY. Office
1-888-459-5540
Between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

Monday through Friday
Days Inn Now hinng
Apply in person only
517 S. 12th Street,
Murray.

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &
'Times
First Corns• Rret Serve
Meuse No Mons Ws

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

-abPD g
111210 1

Does Your Policy Pay 100Yi of
the Deductibles'

Limousines & Vans

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

06111111011111\
II
384lath1416817471411FOR
marrian 4W11
IsalaSalel
Al Oressioa Trumpetlike • Airport Sento.Carded Draws

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A. $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
.7. PREPLANNING
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Commercial Was
Disposal

Self Memorialization,

At TypeS of Refuse Setvice

a gift for those who
love you.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

EXPERIENCED
designer for local
flonst. Fresh and silk
experience required.
25-30 hours per week.
Competitive pay, dri--vee-0 license required
Send resume or letter
of interest to: P.O Box
1373, Murray, KY
42071

Call Mon. thru Wed. 9AM-7PM
(800) 505-8944
Contact: Ryan Walker

and
AMBITIOUS
EXPERIENCED heir
stylist, nail technician Call 759-0146

(umplete formal Sear Headquarters

wanted.
DRIVERS
Must be at least 23
years old. Must have 2
experience
years
Flatbed or van. Home
most weekends 270382-2277

•Cash Bonuses
,Incredibb kipinthrs
4.fistirernerstfrognerns
day work week

Please know that we feel your love.

e photo

%Vaned

1St*Wised

VISA

For Complete Auction, Call
Roger Stubblefield. Auctioneer
(270) 703-6000
Wayne Wilson Realty
(270) 753-5086
Diana Stubblefield, Associate
(270) 527-2931

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Tern, i..a.u•s/Karen !sows, Owners

PLACE YOUR AD HEREl
for as little as
$6.00 per week.
113 Week Contractl

060
Help Wanted
PAINTERS Wanted
Local painting contractor is recruiting expenprofessional
enced
painters_ Must have at
least 4yrs experience.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.
PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is now accepting applications for a
full time assistant manager_ Maximum 40
hour, 5 day work week.
Must be available days.
evenings and weekends. Restaurant experience helpful, management expenence
necessary. Applications
can be picked up at the
Murray location on N
12th St.

Now accepting
applications for a full
time Or part time manager and cooks
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.
Seasonal
NEEDED
CDL drivers Apply at
Royster Clark, Hardin
270-437-4000
Now Hiring
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N Murray
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
iw/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days oft/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
or
powerclaim corn
Research,
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA, Hwy 68 at
Jonathan Creek, hinng
for season:
STORE CLERKS- Full
& Part time w/cash register and calculator
experience, fishing and
knowledge
boating
OUTSIDE
helpful.
DOCK PERSON - Full
& Part time, some fishing & boating experience HOUSEKEEPERS - Must be able to
work any of the 7 days
in week, hours vary.
Call week days only,
between 9-00 to 4:00
for interview & lob
application. 270/3546569

OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7.500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www wtworldwide.corn
RED Barn Gift Shoppe
looking for part-time
full-time assistant with
retail experience. Must
be a people person.
Taking applications NF 10-5 No phone calls

SPORTSMAN'S Boat
Works, Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek needs
knowledgeable Parts
Person for Outboards Evinrude/bombardier
and 1/0'.3 trierCruiser
& Volvo Penta and
some computer skills.
270/354-6569
Call
Monday-Friday 9 to 4
ONLY. for application
and iob inter..ow

Check
us out
on the
Web!

alLiGet lucki
Alr with our...

March Special

Run a one inch ad in our Classified section
for only

$70.00 per

month

(regular price: $120.52)
Call Classified Advertising at
(270) 753-1916 for details.

This space
could be yours
for $70
per month!

• Minimum of one month
• No changes can he made
• Prepayment required
• No refunds for early cancellation

060
Nap Waled

Hap Walk

WE LOVE POSMVE
ATTTTUDES!
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily • by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office
Combine your upbeat
attitude, exceptional
phone and people skills
with our selling tools for
a rewarding career in
sales. Phone sales
experience a plus
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package
to
resume
Send
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN
BOARDS.
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurl Drive,
Murray. KY 42071

FlexiSign, and document control procedures required. In
depth knowledge of silk
screen process and a
high degree of computer technical literacy
also required The successful candidate will
the
with
work
Engineering Dept. to
produce product technical documentation
Candidate will produce
color illustrations to
enhance manuals and
setup and maintain
company silk screen
process Degree preferred, 3 years miniexperience
mum
required
S'PORTABLE
offers
Scoreboards
benefits
competitive
and wages commensurate with experience
Email resume, cover
letter, and references

TECHNICAL
Wier/Graph* Artist
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards, a Murray,
KY manufacturer of
electronic scoreboards
and message centers.
has an immediate
opening for a Technical
Wnter/Graphic Artist
Candidate must be
experienced in writing
technical
illustrated
documents, to include
installation, operation
and support manuals
product specifications
and architectural WiwiRadians. PRillciency
Word. Cone AutoCad.

Jobs@ scoreboardl co

&Mem
WILL sit with elderly
housecleaning
and
753-0331

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
799.3556

Wed 10INN
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
PRE 1946 postcards
photos coins, jewelry
753-6793
USED carpeting, electnc baseboard heaters.
refngerators. air conditioners stoves, washers and dryers. doors
and storm windows
753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
WANTED riding mowers that need work
436-2867

FLEA Market Trade
Day Every Saturday
8AM-4PM Old Sedalia
High School Sedalia
KY Booths for rent
www oldsedaliasc hooi
corn (270)247-8563.
(270)247-8005
OFFICE desks. neon
(open) sign. Coke
machine, washer and
dryer. M.I.G and T I.G
welders, Case tractor
with backhoe attachment 753-4109

•
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McGrews

Opening Soon! Newly Constructed!

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Dnse Murray, KY 42071

G &C
STORAGE a nci
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Ca(270)293-4183
9siii.-4 ern. M-F

I. 2. & 3 bedrvents available
• Free Cable ilkscounted Internet & phone rates with E- Tel
• Washer/Dryer Provided • Large spacious units
• Fully equipped electric kitchen includes Range
Refngerator. Dishwasher/Disposal
• Carpet/Ceranuc Tile throughout
• Cenual Heat/Air • Outside storage • Energy Efficient

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Affordable rents - Some restrictions aprIN
:21
Call Jo for details... 270.762.1044 1
ITY0 800-648-6056

Articles
Foe S.
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system Get
the newest technology
HO & DVR
with
America's
receivers
Top 60 wi local networks only $31 99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

M

oab For Rent

1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

Silverado LS
5.31 V8, tog can, SWB
51,000 mi, like new
conditton, ext. warranty, $13,800. Can 489E102 after 4PM.
2000 Silverado, reg
cab V8, auto, $7,200.
492-6222
1988 Chevy 1/2 ton,
SWB, red, wheels, CD,
sharp $3,200 270556-7690
'84 Chevy PU must
sell, new motor, tranny,
r-end, 762-0995 7534839. good truck

1991 Suzuki 1
wheeler, very good
condition, $700 060
435-5814, 293-3479
'87 Harley low rider
Anniversary
10th
Special Edition, very
nice, $8,030 270-3822275 or 270-748-5307

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunly alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2002 Dodge Neon SE.
condition,
excellent
12,000 miles. $7,200
731-644-3943
2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon. 80,000 miles,
one owner. $6,0000E50 270-436-2279
1998 Chevy Malibu SE
87,xxx, Power windows, locks, seats,
sunroof Leather intenor, keyless entry, CD
759$5,000 0130
0554.

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, tree pick-upidelivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
Junk & tree work

lemsrcial ft*
For Salo
2BR $375/mo. Across
Murray
from
properRICAL
COMME
Center
Elementary
ty 152'x228'. has street
753-8096
frontage on all four
INTERNET
1BA in good
2BR,
sides, approx 100'x30'
Call now to see how
4
neighborhood, close to
brick & vinyl bldg. '95 Toyota Camry LE
492-8688 ROOF
you can get high speed
DR 4 cyl, 126,000 REPAIRS. New
MSU Deposit and refnewly paved parking
service
Internet
OBO
293miles, $3,300
erences required
lot. 50'x20' block bldg
Roofs, all types 29
through satellite for
436-2686
8462
located at rear. For
years expenence. Call
only $29 99 per month
more information call
Carters
4
Beasley Antenna & 4 bedroom house. 1.2.
Nova,
Chevy
1988
877-726-4077
3 apts 753-1252 or
Satellite 759-0901
AFFORDABLE
door, black with gray
A-1
06
753-06
interior, good condition, HAULING all around
island.
KITCHEN
corarroical prop.for rent
very economical, $950
EXCEPTIONALLY
clean-up, gutters, tree
white, excellent condi270-924-4174
nice, large 2 bedroom
work 436-2867
tion. 4 drawer 2937.100 square feet on
apartment, all appli2442
A-1 Stump Removal
acres.
3
approximately
ances including wash44
437-30
Vans
TVS
Office space. 2 batherdryer. deck with out20-65" HD televisionsHANDYMAN
DNJ
with
d
equippe
rooms,
t
Excellen
side storage
Chevy Astro
1996
the odd jobs
JVC. RCA. Sony &
all
do
We
hookup,
air
heat,
gas
Location, (270)759Minivan, 4 3 V6, auto,
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
you don't have time
steel hoist beam, great
3-7085
(270)29
or
5885
must see ($3,400) 270for.
DLP. & D-ILA. Also TV
lighting, excellent locaView
FORREST
stands, entertainment
293-5438
The building is 556-7690
tion.
Apartments 1213 N
surround
centers,
FUTRELL'S Tree
500
divided and can be
16th St., now accepting
sound, & more. Come
Service
Used Trucks
leased by section. Call
1br
for.
applications
removal,
t)y Beasley Antenna &
Trimming,
05 or 293-13595.
753-29
starting at $330/month,
Satellite, 500 N 4th St
stump grinding. fireGMC Sierra C-74
2004
2br townhouses, basic 804 Coldwater Rd at 5 off road, loaded, like
Murray. KY and check
wood. Insured. 489Points. 1,200 sq ft..
rent $360." month. Call
out all our selection
2839.
new, 20,000, 527,900.
.
parking
Leave
bathroom,
753-1970
Call Don, home (270Hudson.
LAYTON
753-4153, 293-6253
Message
924-5030, (270)836hauling & backhoe
LIVE Oak Apts.
7104
COMMERCIAL proper753-4545 767-0213
Newly Remodeled
ty, approx 1.500 sq. ft.
Large Selection
Sierra,
DOZER WORK
1BR $290.00
500 N 4th St., Murray. 2001 GMC
INSTALL & REPAIR
white ext-cab, 5.3
2BR $340.00
window
of
Plenty
full power. 70K,
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
3BR 5425.00
space. high traffic area. engine.
condition,
GRAVEL HAULING.
excellent
$100 deposit special
Monthly or yearly lease
0.
$13,00
Public or Contract
see
must
Ward-Elkins
for qualified applicants.
more
available. For
On the Square
Contact at 270-753270-978-0806, 731Office hours 8-2
information call 759751-1713
9503
782-3128
Mon-Fri
0901 or come by
today for appoint&
Call
a
Antenn
y
Beasle
160
ment
Satellite.
Howe Furnishings
1
753-822

1E11

USED
APPLIANCES

ANYTHING!

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING

birthdays, Arauversaries,
C ungratulations Of just because
Any reason is good
enough to find its way into the
lassifieds' greeting and happy ads.

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.
Cell (270)293-2494
7 to 5 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS
Landscape Designs, installation and Maintenance
Cheaper than the inirseriA with nursery quality!
Free Estimates
Jamie Wade
References Available
(270)436-6255 10 Years Experience
Murray, KN

The Murray Ledger tic limes

CLASSIFIEDS
loot whitrie11 Ave. • Murray, KY

NEED ROCK?

today
Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock)
limestone
other
all
and
rap
Rip
and save.
spread with
products also available. Can
.
charge
nal
additio
tractor for an

SHERMAN TRUCKING
Benton, KY
Call Andy Sherman

* Cell: 270-210-0665
4/

Home: 270-527-5982

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www.CAMBRIAUSA.co

NEW 2BR, 2BA, never
loved in. Close to camand
Water
pus.
included.
garbage
$500 a month. 7532225 days. 759-1509
evenings.
NEW 3BR.2BA duplex.
$700 per month. Call
293-5423.

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
Welsh
PEMBROKE
Corgi pup, female, 10
weeks old, red and
white. AKC, shots &
$200.
wormed,
(270)382-2224

NEW apt, 1 BR $150
deposit (334)419-6066
(205)361-4763
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath. applifurnished,
.
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo deposit, no pets.
753-2905

DRY sink, transfer
ware. Oriental teak
bench. oak secretary,
oak knockdown. 2391
U S. Highway 68 West,
Palma Community, The
Patch
Strawberry
(270)527-8186. Watch
For The Strawberry

SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
%MEMO

NICE 1 BR. 1 bath.
C/H/A. w/d hook-up. 1
1/2 blocks from MSU
$285 per month and
dep. ref required.No
pets 759-3050 ABH
753-3949 Daytime

190
Fenn Equipment
4 Scaffold wagons
$1,000 759-5241 or
293-7535
2'0
'Sobel' Roma For UN
Buccanee
1998
deluxe 16x80 3BR 2
clean
very
bath,
home& set up & deliv$21,500
ered.
(270)489-2525
PANORAMA Shores,
private day area & boat
ramp 1989 14x70. 3
bedroom. 2 bath, fully
furnished (used seasonally only), 2 large
lots, out building & carport. Nice building spot'
$38.500
436-2388
080
SHOWMODEL
Reduction Sale
Several Preowned
homes to choose from
Keith Baker Homes.
Pans (731)644-0012
800-533-3568

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery 7884 94W
*Mulching
*Fertilization
*Trimming
*Parking lot sweeping
*Bedding & vegetable
plants.
435-4431
GARDEN of Eder
Mowing.
Lawncare.
trimming. spnng clear
up, gutters cleaned out.
trimmed
shrubs
Residential & commercial. 489-2689 or 1888-489-2689

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
Cut Lawn
CLEAN
Care Lawns mowed.
free estimates. 2931924

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8868.

225 Acres, Approx. 170
acres tillable, located
approx. 6-rni north of
121 on 783 (airport rd)
Call 293-1520 (day)
753-0066 VNights.)

VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath, garage. C/H/A.
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905
Howes For Rent

2 bedroom, 1 bath with
porches and storage
building on 1/2 acre lot
Very clean $275 a
month plus deposit. No
inside pets 270-6236314
28R, $275 753-6012

m

ow Lots For Rut

LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Apatarres For Rot
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
lbr apartment. furnished and aN utilities
Downtown, no
paid
pets $300/Mo Call
767-9562
38R apts available for
immediate occupancy
Please call 753-8221.

Acreage

3BR in town. quie
Street. Deposit and ref
erenc,es required. 293
8462
38R, 1713 Oakhill.
293-7738
3E4R, 1BA. 306S 15th.
no pets, $475/mo 7594826 leave message
4 year old brick house
on Kentucky Lake with
boat slip. 38R, 2.58A,
wd hookup, $875 a
month. 270-436-5321
or 314-503-6011
4BR home on large lot,
rent or rent to own
753-4109

50X20 block storage
building Electricity, no
water Located behind
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite $150 monthly
759-0901
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

icas Wand

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Extenor
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No lob too small
Free estimates
753-8858
ULM LAWN
MOWING SERVICE:
ant your lawn to
Its best!
753-111111
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
-Carpets .Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal -Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827

RES1COM
Contractors. LLC.
Residential &
Commercial repairs.
remodels, additions
Replacement windows.
vinyl siding. decks
Insurance claims welcome 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Watters, 753-2592
Lawn
YARD-TECH
Care. Mowing, trimming. seeding. fertilizing, aerating, mulching.
edging, spraying. landscaping, etc Phone
270-437-4407, Cell
270-210-6268

,„ am
in
FREE TV
474-8838

Call 270

by Jacqueline Bigar

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1.8)
Let your imagination run haypnsed by this person's ability to
* You're on top of your
****
wire.
absorb new concepts. Be willing
this high-energy day
Use
game.
22-Dec.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
to put in extra hours to move a
to make a difference. Friends
21)
happy
be
will
project ahead. You
ses you get and meetings play important
with the end results. Tonight: ***** The respon
roles. Someone might change
cause you
could
to what you say
Bum the candle at both ends.
r-htss-stance. On the other
-his-so
-You
-*0 change your tune.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
hand, you might reverse your prig to
learnin
and
ng
evolvi
g,
growin
shoottrouble
UNA
*** Be your
concepts. onties. Tonight; Gather your bills.
new
er and tackle what doesn't work. incorporate
Get your checkbook out. Clear
ons and
questi
ask
calls,
Return
In fact, you might be able to clear
debt.
out
out
:
Chill
make inquines. Tonight
out a lot of unneeded errands
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
at
home.
ate
associ
or
and tasks. A partner
back and allow
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) *** Stand
helps point the way. You stand to
to run the show.
else
ne
someo
start
ng,
worryi
of
gain financially. Tonight: Rent a *** Instead
Use your intuition with an older
to a
tives
alterna
ching
of
resear
piece
e
movie or play a favorit
friend or relative. If need be,
problem situation. Don't think
MUSIC.
apply this same gift with the
"chalword
the
"impossible": use
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
boss. People reverse their
go into
might
You
."
lenging
ball.
the
with
run
**** Others
. You simply need to
stands
n.
You
solutio
a
finding
ow
tomorr
be
Let them. Your creativity will
that fact. Tonight: Bounce
accept
calls,
Make
:
Tonight
enough. can do it!
soon
demand
in
door.
the
out
ask questions.
Schedule a leisurely lunch with a
gain
favorite person. You might
another perspective. Let a key
fnend or loved one share more of
his or her dreams. Tonight: Be
with a favorite person.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Recognize the pros and
The Stars Show the Kind of cons of your daily patterns. Flirt
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; with the idea of a home office.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; Will it work for you? Do you really want to take your work home?
-Difficult
Schedule meetings for later in
'We Service All Broods'
the afternoon, when others will
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Moots
Just
:
East Main St • 753-1586
.
Tonight
212
be more relaxed
*** Use the daylight hours to
don't be alone.
pursue key goals. Listen to othLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ers' suggestions. You gain
open
through teamwork and a need to ***** Your words will
doors. Don't hold back. Let ideas
come out ahead. You laugh, and
flow freely, even if you might
others join in. Be willing to break
question the practicality of what
past old habits. Tonight: Cocoon
you are saying. Experiment with
-- time for you.
20)
different means of conveying
-May
20
(April
S
TAURU
your message. Unusual events
**** Responsibility behooves
as
the stable Bull, especially today. will emerge. Tonight: Work
Hearing Ai(
late as necessary.
You breeze through work and
21)
-Nov.
23
(Oct.
IO
someof
e
SCORP
- No Referrals Requt
gain insight becaus
** Reorganize your personal or
one's ability to grasp facts you
household budget. Thinking
might have missed. Schedule
day.
it will only distract you from
the
in
about
later
for
meetings
300 South 8th Street - Suite :101E -- Murray. KY 42t
what you need to do. Establish
Tonight: Be part of the crowd.
the type of security you demand.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
a
partBuild on realistic, strong foundahelps
vision
Your
****
tions. Brainstorm later with a
ner grow beyond his or her pnor
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST!
loved one or a friend. Tonight:
limitations. You could be surFamily Owned & Operated Since 1987

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPN
Tuesday, March 8, 2005:
Use your intuition with authority figures this year. You might
experience a great deal of
changeability with people. You
also might decide to make
changes professionally. Make
sure the issue is your boss and
not your field of work. Go within for answers rather than react
too quickly. You bloom in late
October and find life far more
rewarding. Some of you might
go back to school or travel more
frequently. Your mind and life
broaden. If you are single, carefully check out each person you
might want to become involved
with, especially before October.
From late fall on, you could
meet someone quite special and
different. AQUARIUS understands you all too well.

195 acres Joins TVA a
Wildcat Campground
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808

ille

530
Services Onersd

1E1
Services Mood

Horoscopes

2 'rocker recliners,
country green. $75
Couch/chair
each
multi. $150 All good
condition light oak corner china cabinet.
condition,
excellent
$150. 436-5412

w eriaisratof

76.144,

GE Refrigerator
The Ultimate In Storage
and Design Flexibility

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

'g New Patient'
Iovairlad

Ear, Nose & Throa
Phillip klapper,.

•-

Con for Appointment(270)

vertica
with
2BR
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65,000.
270-753-4109, 270
227-1545
4BR. 2BA. Priced to
Call
sell. $50,000
Bonnie at Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
or 752-0729
808 Olive St. Charming
3BR. 2BA, 10 ft. ceilings. hardwood floors.
2 fireplaces In-ground
pool, cabana, 2 car
garage. Move in condition. $134,000. 7536248

BRICK 3BR, 2BA,
1.700 sq ft 1 acre lot
Wonderful neighborhood near Southwest
2 car garage $150,000
753-4231
BRICK house, full
poured basement, or
75'x220' lot Payne St.
Murray. Appointment
only. Call (352)4090303
HOUSE on Kentucky
Lake 2BR, 2.5 acres
with boat dock. 618625-5948 or 270-4748726

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY

ClaTURING?
How ABOUT AN
ANNUITY?

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive alternatives to other savings
plans The initial grAranleed rate' is

3.50%
vie a puormant lor sin ma* are ?her
an very /KM*Or Pr tekilld on kr One war
Guratied no ewer tin 3%

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
-Financing Available
-Window Blinds
-'Professional Installation
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
-All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

111 WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Irllir LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA sIllitAssA

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office- (866)936-6600
Cell 1270I 293-8086
vivs, shopathomecarpefs corn

CHECK THESE FEATURES
A 3 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
O Anchor bolts in
concrete.
E Treated bottom
plates
6
F Constr, gr.
studs
G 7/16 0.5 B
undersiding
H. Idasonde. wood or vinyl siding

7-

i Sell-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 ft C
.1 1/2 plywood/0 S P
K Seal down shingle'
L Overhang coverer'
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service docii
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
,

COMPARE OUR QUALITY I& VALUE
Deluxe Models WI vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
s7 ,
$6.775 1 1/2 CAR /12x201 . .
I 1/2 CAR112x20)
57 ,.
$7,575 2 CAR (11b1201
2 CAR (18x20)
..57.9e5 122x22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
se 1
S8.075 2 1/2 CAR (24)(24) ..
2 1/2 CAR (201124)
CARGE 2 112 CAR (24x30i . 58.775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
S10.,
S10.575 LARGE 2 li? CAR (24x36)
. .
12406)
Sit -i
511.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
LARGE 3 CAR 130130)
$15:
.514.875 (30240)
(30x40).
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL ti.s.
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings 11 ww,..., hhq 'ir -4dr.S,nn,
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Reality 11/ takes a
swing at boxing
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"The Contender" is offering $1
million and a four-year contract
to the winner of the new NBC
reality series. The show's highpowered producers hope they
can offer more to boxing itself
— a return trip from its one-way
ticket to Palookaville.
Jeffrey
Katzenberg
of
DreamWorks SKG and reality
mogul Mark Burnett say they
want to restore glory to a sport
they contend has fallen into disrepute.
"There's something very
noble and heroic about the sport.
We both remember back to the
Muhammad All era, when I
grew up," Katzenberg said, nodding to partner Burnett.
"To be able to reclaim boxing. both for boxers and for fans,
was the thing that inspired us to
do this," Katzenberg told The
Associated Press.
The series previews 9:30
p.m. EST today and 10 p.m.
EST Thursday. It moves into its
regular 8 p.m. Sunday slot
March 13. Sylvester ("Rocky")
Stallone and real-life champ
Sugar Ray Leonard act as hosts
and advisers for the contestants,
and Stallone is an executive producer with
Burnett and
Katzenberg.
More than boxing is at stake,
Of course. NBC needs help stopping a ratings tumble, and
Katzenberg would like to erase
the memory of the animated
Series "Father of the Pride,"
Which bombed for the network.
Burnett, king of the reality
genre, can enhance a record with
few dings in it ("The
Restaurant" being one).
The producers say they are
untroubled by the failure of
another ring reality series, Fox's
"The Next Great Champ."
which beat them to air last year
but hit the canvas.
"Memories are short in television," Burnett said, adding
that his series "can't not do well,
liisibeeatise the work is good."
He frequently applies the
phrase "movie-driven" to the
series and with reason: As with
his reality hits including
"Survivor"
and
"The
Apprentice," it builds drama
with sharp production values,
including the cinematography
and music (by prominent film
composer Hans Zimmer).
Unlike most unscripted
shows in which emotions may
end up bruised, the pain is physical as well: The boxers are all
professionals and the punches
are real.
"I've been in this business a
long time and I thought the
fights were as compelling and
captivating as any event I've
ever seen in boxing," said Dean
Lohuis, executive officer of the

NBC Universal/AP Photo
In this undated promotional photo provided by NBC
Universal, Sugar Ray Leonard, left, and Sylvester
Stallone. hosts of NBC reality show The Contender,"
pose. The Contender v is offering an impressive prize, Si
million and a four-year contract, to one of the 16 professional boxers Competing in the new NBC reality series.
California Athletic Commission,
which supervises full-contact
sports.
Only about six minutes from
the five-round bout that concludes each episode will be
shown. The goal is to get viewers — including non-fans — to
watch and care about the boxers,
the producers said.
Stallone kept emphasizing to
them that "RoCky," the 1976
film he wrote and starred in, was
a story told through the eyes of
girlfriend Adrian.
"I would say that single idea
is more at the essence of what
Mark has done than anything
else," said Katzenberg. "You
want to see the boxer's story
through another's eyes."
-The athletes' families are a
key and sometimes unlikely part
of the storytelling. One fighter
brings his young daughter to
watch hit • bout; tucked in her
mother's arms, the child cheers
him on as blows are exchanged.
The stakes are high for the
men, some of whom come from
hardscrabble backgrounds and
represent their family's hope of
success. Unlike the pinstriped
crowd on "The Apprentice,"
there's no MBA safety net if
they fail.
(One
contestant, Najai
Turpin, committed suicide last
month after filming was over.
The producers and a family
member said the tragedy was
unrelated to the series or its outcome.)
Burnett said he and a
DreamWorks executive were
licensed as boxing promoters in
California and Nevada and are
acting in that capacity for the

fighters in the show.
"We're going to build a legitimate boxing community," said
Katzenberg, with limits on how
much fighters pay managers and
freedom for the men to pick
their own bouts.
Now, boxers can end up surrendering a majority of their
money to managers and promoters, he said, and they can be shut
out of fights if a manager is trying to protect a boxer's record
from losses.
"It's why John McCain is
fighting for legislation, to protect these kids in it," said
Katzenberg, referring to the U.S.
senator's effort to create a U.S.
Boxing Commission.
Boxers on "The Contender"
have contracts protecting their
share of purses and providing
,insurance, medical coverage and
pensions, the producers said.
They get paid an undisclosed
amount for each bout in the
series.
L,ohuis, who was on hand to
make sure the "Contender"
fights were conducted in accordance with state regulations,
lauded Burnett and Katzenberg's
quest.
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